Cross Over Clamps

0302032/68 (previously 9894 or JBL 73)
Galvanised Steel Clamp
Use to attach 32 mm dia. antenna mast or boom to a 50 mm dia. mounting pipe.

0900912/00 (previously 9112)
Galvanised Steel Clamp
Use to attach 32 mm dia. antenna mast or boom to a 50 mm dia. mounting pole.

0300064/00 (previously 99364)
Cast Aluminium Clamp
Use to attach 25-50 mm dia. antenna mast or boom to 50 or 75 mm dia. mounting pipe. U-Bolts to attach to mounting pipe to be ordered separately (two required).

0300065/00 (previously 99365)
Cast Aluminium Clamp
Similar to 0300284/00 (99284) but with facility for tilting, (±5°) to allow for rake of tower.
Use to attach 25-50 mm dia. antenna mast or boom to a mounting pipe using 50, 75 or 100 mm dia. U-Bolts. U-Bolts to be ordered separately (two required).

0300284/00 (previously 99284)
Cast Aluminium Clamp
Use to attach 25-50 mm dia. antenna mast or boom to a mounting pipe using 50, 75, 100 or 125 mm dia. U-Bolts. U-Bolts to be ordered separately (two required).

0300285/00 (previously 99285)
Cast Aluminium Clamp
Use to attach 25-50 mm dia. antenna mast or boom to a mounting pipe using 50, 75, 100 or 125 mm dia. U-Bolts. U-Bolts to be ordered separately (two required).

Quoted performance parameters are provided to offer typical or range values only and may vary as a result of normal manufacturing and operational conditions. Extreme operational conditions and/or stress on structural supports is beyond our control. Such conditions may result in damage to this product. Improvements to product may be made without notice.